Columbia Pool: Community Task Force

Columbia Pool

Community Task Force Facilities Assessment Report
Document Research Review & Assessment of Existing Building and Facility Conditions

by Members of the North Portland Community.
March 2020 (Updated & Released for Distribution September 2021)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In response to City of Portland’s (City) proposal to close Columbia Pool by July 1, 2020, the Columbia
Pool Facilities Assessment Report was developed to (1) provide the community with an independent,
expert opinion about the current state of the Columbia Pool facility and to (2) inform Portland Parks and
Recreation (PP&R) leadership and City elected officials about further research, assessment and options
regarding the future of Columbia Pool.
An all-volunteer, independent community task force (CTF) comprised of Portland residents with
professional credentials and expertise in architecture, engineering and construction along with other
community stakeholders with a vested interest in aquatic access for North Portland developed this
report.
The CTF analyzed existing facility condition reports and other key documents provided by PP&R and also
conducted independent visual inspections of Columbia Pool to determine key findings.
Key Findings:
Þ Additional assessment is needed to determine building health, any potential structural issues and
the associated cost for repairing the facility’s roof.
Þ The building and pool mechanical systems are working and serviceable with minor upgrades.
Þ The pool facility is an integral Columbia Park asset of architectural significance.

FACILITIES ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
Columbia Pool and Bathhouse was originally constructed circa 1930 as an outdoor pool. A unique wood
beam dome roof with a large central skylight was constructed to enclose the pool in 19731. Between the
two buildings (bathhouse and pool), flat roof areas were used to connect the two structures.
In May of 2019, citing the total cost of repairs due to deferred maintenance, the cost to operate the
pool and a City-wide budget crisis, PP&R announced the planned closure of Columbia Pool starting July
2020.
In July of 2019, the CTF was convened to assist the community in understanding the current state of the
pool facility and to inform PP&R as well as elected officials about further research, assessment and
options regarding the future of Columbia Pool. The CTF assessment is based on existing documents and
reports provided by PP&R and independent observations and analysis of the Columbia Pool facility.
Between May 2019 and March 2020, members of the community and the CTF requested detailed
information and documentation, including inspections and reports, from PP&R to understand the
current state and needs of the pool facility. The initial documentation shared by PP&R was limited and
difficult to analyze without technical training.
The CTF requested and gained physical access to the pool facility to conduct an independent review of
conditions. The CTF was not allowed access to the roof or any of the pool roof structure above the pool
deck.
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See PRC, Pool Roof Report, 2008, P.1
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In addition to the detailed assessment information presented within this report, broader environmental
factors of the Columbia Pool facility are as follows:
Þ Location: Columbia Pool is located within a block of a busy transportation corridor in a growing

section of North Portland within the Portsmouth neighborhood—ideal for locating community
resources like Columbia Pool.
Þ Architectural significance: The building is of architectural note as one of the only wooden dome
structures in the Northwest. Columbia Pool has a unique and iconic structural system with a large
skylight directing daylight into the pool. It is unlikely that such a unique structure would be
constructed today due to budgetary constraints.
Þ Integral park asset: The building is located in a park as a key functional and aesthetic asset. The
building’s glass entry faces into Columbia Park, creating a gateway that activates park users toward
outdoor recreation and the rest of the park. The pool facility, as part of the park, creates an adjacent
recreation amenity to the surrounding neighborhoods.
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS SUMMARY
The physical and structural components of the Columbia Pool facility that were examined include the
pool domed roof, the HVAC systems (heating, ventilation cooling) and the pool mechanical systems. The
primary question for the structural assessment was determining if Columbia Pool was safe to occupy.
Based on in-depth analysis of the existing facilities condition reports and independent, expert
observation the CTF concluded the following:
Þ The overall facility appears to be currently operating safely and in serviceable condition.
Þ The mechanical, electrical, plumbing, pool filtration and pool pump systems all appear currently
functional and safe.
Þ The roof system is deteriorating due to deferred repairs identified over 11 years ago.
Þ A modest structural assessment of the roof is needed as soon as possible to identify if any of the
roof structure is compromised. (See Pool Roof Structure, Structural Analysis.)
Þ The roof membrane at the dome and transition areas has exceeded its useful life, making repairs
past due.
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FACILITIES OPTIONS SUMMARY
The options summarized below are intended to provide information and background on a variety of
possible scenarios for facility maintenance, replacement and/or improvement. Cost estimates included
are based on either (1) PP&R consultant reports or (2) CTF opinions. Different sources of costs are
referenced in the appendix. Some cost estimates from PP&R consultant reports appear to include cost
inflation. Options and associated cost estimates are intended to provide a preliminary understanding of
facility issues and needs to inform the conversations and decisions among the community and the City
about the future of the Columbia Pool facility.
Þ Partial facility renovation: Perform essential repairs to sustain Columbia Pool for 5-7 years until a
replacement aquatic center is operational ($2.25 million2).
§ Perform a structural assessment of the roof structure ($10-15k). (See Pool Roof
Structure, Structural Analysis.)
§ If structure is not compromised, proceed with a renovation of existing
roof structure, roof membrane and skylight flashings (Fall of 2020).
§ Perform ventilation and HVAC upgrades along with energy efficiency
measures.3
§ Conduct mechanical upgrades to air distribution and circulation
($50k) and mechanical maintenance on existing air handler belts
(Fall/Winter maintenance period of 2020) ($10k).
§ Seek replacement of roof top unit and reinstall MEP lines and
ducting in order to install new roof ($50-100k).
§ Requires operational repair funding and potentially a future planning
operational budget as a future re-programmed facility.
Þ Full facility renovation: Perform all repairs to sustain Columbia Pool for 20-30 years ($4.425 million).
§ Perform a structural assessment of the roof structure ($10-15k). (See Pool Roof

§
§

Structure, Structural Analysis.)
§ If structure is not compromised, proceed with a renovation of existing
roof structure, roof membrane and skylight flashings.
Perform ventilation and HVAC upgrades along with energy efficiency measures.4
Request $4.452 million for deferred maintenance repairs to keep Columbia Pool
functional indefinitely.
§ Note this renovation is made up almost entirely of deferred
maintenance items.

Þ Full renovation and addition: Assess adding program/functionality that will make the Columbia Pool
facility a more self-sufficient revenue model.
§ Perform a structural assessment of the roof structure ($10-15k). (See Pool Roof
Structure, Structural Analysis.)
§
If structure is not compromised, proceed with a renovation of existing
roof structure, roof membrane and skylight flashings.
2

See Silkie, City of Portland, 2019, pp. 3 of 3.
See McKinstry, Excerpt: Energy Audit/Project Development Plan Summary,2019, P.2 & Silkie Memorandum,2019
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See McKinstry, Excerpt: Energy Audit/Project Development Plan Summary,2019, P.2 & Silkie Memorandum,2019
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§
§
§
§

§

Perform ventilation and HVAC upgrades along with efficiency upgrades.5
Full funding of the $4.452 million deferred maintenance repairs for Columbia
Pool to remain functional indefinitely.
Request a full funding of the $4.4526 million deferred maintenance repairs,
energy efficiency measures AND
An additional $1 - $4 million in building additional program necessary to make
this facility a revenue/expense neutral facility. Additional program would be
determined thru neighborhood and community input and workshops.
Potential building addition cost to be determined in building additional
program.

Þ Adaptive reuse of facility: Develop an alternate community use for the structure and re-program

building to preserve and utilize the facility as a historic, architecturally significant landmark and
neighborhood amenity.

REPLACEMENT AND MAINTENANCE COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY
Based on the information provided from PP&R and independent analysis and visual inspections, the CTF
provided an assessment of building component replacement and service/maintenance with associated
cost estimates. The following recommendations and cost estimates were identified without review of
any facilities service and maintenance documentation. As above in the options summary, some cost
estimates from PP&R consultant reports appear to include cost inflation. The following summary
identifies the useful life of specific building components and recommends replacement for expired
components and maintenance/service at appropriate intervals for other components.
Building Roof
Þ Recommendation: Perform structural assessment of the roof as soon as possible.
Þ Recommendation: Perform full replacement with components and demolition of existing roof
membrane.
Þ Recommendation: Perform repairs to wood decking and structural supports from above.
The pool roof membrane and roofing components have expired and replacement was recommended by
City-contracted roof consultants in 2009. The building roof was installed in 1984 with a material lifespan
of 15-20 years and had already expired by the time of the 2008 roof assessment report. Based on PP&R
reports, a full replacement with components and demolition of existing roof membrane is
recommended to be performed at a cost of $1.9million. The includes:
§
§
§
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Structural assessment: $15,0007
Roof membrane and skylight replacement: $721,0008
Roof insulation and vapor barrier cost: $75,0009

See McKinstry, Excerpt: Energy Audit/Project Development Plan Summary,2019, P.2 & Silkie Memorandum,2019
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Community Task Force cost estimate
See PRC, Pool Roof Report, 2019, Table 1, P.2
9
Community Task Force cost estimate
8
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§
§
§

Additional flashing and transitions cost: $50,00010
City procurement and contingency of 45% for demolition, abatement and temporary closure of
facility11
Estimated roof replacements costs: $1.9m
§ City estimate of $2.25m is reasonably close considering contingencies and escalation.

Because the roof has remained far beyond its useful life, water and moisture are now accelerating the
useful life of other building components, including the structural beams, decking and skylight as well as
interior finishes and coatings. No cost estimate can be provided for the roof structure until a
recommended structural examination is performed. (See Structural Analysis, Pool Roof Structure.)
Building Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Þ Recommendation: Replace the belts and pulleys, supply air diffusers (8) and install fixed mixing
fans. Reinstall rooftop equipment, including RTU.
The building HVAC is functioning and serviceable and can continue to operate with normal maintenance
are service. The main air units and ducting are serviceable and require the following upgrades to the
HVAC unit and supply air diffusers.
HVAC Unit: The housing and enclosure is intact and shows no substantial degradation. The belts and
pulleys have an audible squeal and replacement of these components is recommended.
§
§

Belts and pulleys: $10,000
Reinstall roof top unit during roof install: $10,000

Supply Air diffusers at pool space: The air supply diffusers are not adequately delivering fresh air to the
main pool space. The ineffectiveness can be attributed to the age and design of the original diffusers.
Full replacement of each diffuser (8) for directional diffusers is recommended. Mixing fans have been
placed along the pool deck to address the poor ventilation. Recommend installing fixed mixing fans (4)
at the top of the wall and connect to a humidistat. These recommendations should adequately address
the stagnate and poor air quality currently experienced in the pool space. (See Community Task Force
Cost Opinion.)
§
§
§

Supply diffusers: $20,000 ($2,500/each)
Testing and balance: $5,000
Mixing fans: $25,000

Pool mechanical
Þ Recommendation: Regularly service existing pump and replace in 4-5 years.
The pool mechanical is in good and serviceable condition with an aggregated useful life of 10-15 years.
Multiple components have been upgraded within the last 10 years and are operating in conjunction with
new and original piping and storage tanks. Filtration systems were recommended for upgrade but the
existing sand filtration system could continue to operate for next 5-7 years.

10
11

Community Task Force cost estimate
See Silkie, City of Portland, 2019, pp. 2 of 3.
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The pool pump is referenced by City provided documents as requiring replacement. This could not be
determined by visual inspection of the mechanical room; however, a pump is recommended that could
improve the current water quality. The current pump is serviceable and should be replaced in the next
4-5 years. Recommendation of an energy efficiency upgrade to a VFD was made by a City consultant for
an assumed nighttime turn down. However, this is not recommended by the CTF as a conventional
300gpm, low head 15hp pump could replace the existing infrastructure and be installed for half the cost
of a VFD pump.
§

12

Pool Pump: $20,000 12

Community Task Force Opinion
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REPORT REVIEW AND SITE OBSERVATIONS
POOL ROOF STRUCTURE, STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Observations and document review by a Portland registered structural engineer (February 9, 2020).
Site Visit:
I visited the building on February 9, 2020, to make visual observations of the roof structure from
the pool deck level. Generally, the wood framing I could see appeared to be in good condition
structural; however, there are a few areas of staining that indicate roof leaks that should be
investigated further. The majority of the staining is around the skylight; however, there are also a
least a couple of locations outside of the skylights. Acoustical tiles obscure the view of most of
the roof decking.
Overview of System:
The roof structure consists of a timber diagrid dome with steel connections and wood
decking. Diagrids provide an elegant structural solution for an arch or dome roof by creating a
lightweight structural mesh that acts primarily in compression. They are one of the most efficient
uses of materials in terms of the board feet of wood required to create the span. They are,
however, rarely used because of the temporary shoring that is required to form the geometry for
the roof and the high labor cost of making the connections and infilling the deck areas.
Existing Report Review:
(Comment on the report prepared by Professional Roof Consultants, Inc. titled “Columbia Pool
Building Roof Evaluation” April 24, 2008.) This report discusses the condition of the roofing
membrane, insulation materials and flashing over the pool; however, it does not specifically
address the condition of the structural roof deck and diagrid dome support structure. The
potential for decay in the timber decking is mentioned due to leaks and moisture present in the
insulation materials and also rust of steel components in the roof due to the humid atmosphere
and chlorinated environment.
Potential Problems with the Roof Structure:
Although no specific decay was noted in the 2008 report, there is a potential that the leakage and
wet insulation mentioned in the report have led to decay in the diagrid timbers and/or wood
decking. Generally, the most vulnerable components of diagrid timbers are the connections and
decay in these connections would likely need to be repaired for the diagrid to achieve its full
design capacity. If the decay is minor, it may be possible to repair the diagrid timbers in place
with steel plates. Major decay would likely require complete replacement of the diagrid timber,
including removing the deck it is supporting. Replacing potions of diagrid roofs generally requires
shoring all or a large portion of the entire diagrid to support the diagrid when a specific timber is
replaced. Decayed deck will likely have to be removed and replaced in kind.
Recommended Investigations:
Recommendations for further investigation would be to perform a close-up visual inspection of the
areas with water staining combined with a Resistograph test to verify if there is decay inside the timber
or on the top surface. A random sampling of diagrid timbers and support deck that are not stained
should also be checked including areas obscured by acoustical tiles. A rough order of magnitude cost for
this initial inspection would be $10K.
9

POOL ROOF and ENVELOPE ANLYSIS
Observations and document review by Keith Ferrante, registered architect.
As noted in the reports referenced above, the roof systems have exceeded their useful lives and need
attention ASAP to avoid damage to the building structure. Note that the CTF was unable to access the
roof, so observations are from ground level. Vertical wall and fenestrations are in good to fair condition
and remain serviceable.
Recommended Observations:
Structural assessment is immediately recommended. Destructive and forensic testing will allow for a
reduction of the 45% contingency applied to initial roofing replacement cost of $1.5m.13 Perform
assessment and estimate repair scope to included repairs to structural members and connections and
roof decking would be performed. After structural repairs, new roof sheathing with a non-permeable
vapor barrier to be installed. Above the vapor barrier would be new rigid insulation, in depth,
mechanically fastened with a roof cover board. The new roof membrane, either mechanically fastened
or fully adhered membrane system, skylight cupola roof would include a similar system as well as flat
roof portions. Sloped and gable roofs would be replaced with new roofing membrane and architectural
shingles. New and sheet metal flashings and exterior sealants installed to provide an integrated roof
enclosure. Recommendations are intended to align with recommendations from City roof consultant
recommendations .14
SKYLIGHT:
Observations and document review by Jamin Aasum AIA, registered architect.
Overview of System:
The unique skylight systems is not mentioned in existing reports, and only leaking appears around the
skylight, which may be resulting from roof flashing or membrane failure. It appears the skylight is a
Kalwal, an insulated fiberglass system. Inspection done thru analysis of photos indicates removal,
inspection, reflash and installation of the Kalwal skylight with similar current-technology Kalwal skylight,
as identified in City roof consultant report15.
MECHANICAL & PLUMBING
Observations document review by Keith Ferrante, registered architect, Ed Fernbach, waste-water
engineer and Rob Schnare, registered mechanical engineer (January 27 and 29, 2020).
The overall condition of the building systems are in good, functional and serviceable condition. No
eminent failure of any system was observed. Without review of maintenance records, it is reasonable to
observe assume that full operation of all building systems can continue in 2020. Minimal maintenance
upgrades would be required to occur during the winter maintenance window.
The exterior air handler and roof top units are of the quality to last 15-20 years with partial or full
replacement required at the end of their useful life. The current life is not known, but no current signs of

13

See Silkie, City of Portland, 2019, pp. 2 of 2.
See PRC, Roof Report Update, 2019
15
See PRC, Columbia Pool Roof Report Update, Table 1, P.2
14
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imminent failure was observed. Motor belts and pulleys are audible and will need replacement during
the next maintenance period.
Building electrical is adequate for all equipment and lighting. Expansion and emergency capacity is not
known.
Pool Mechanical
Chlorination room and equipment is operational and serviceable. Basement boiler/filter room contains
modern equipment between 3-15 years old alongside original cast piping, tanks and filtration
system. Filtration is a conventional sand system alongside dual stack boilers, which were recently
installed in 2017. Both systems are connected to digital control systems, which should all be functional
for the next 10 years. Piping contains mostly 4” diameter runs, which establishes water flow at around
300gpm and allows circulation of the pool volume 2-3 times per day.
Recommended Observations:
Replacement of air supply diffusers with directional jet diffusers to replace the ineffective diffusers
located along the perimeter walls. These are contributing to the poor distribution of fresh ventilation
and creating an atmosphere of stagnated air. To assist in the air quality and circulation, climate
controlled, permanent mixing fans located along the building perimeter will more adequately mix the air
then the temporary fans located along the pool deck.
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INDEPENDENT PHOTO SURVEY & OBSERVATIONS
(October 20, 2019 & January 29, 2020)
Building Floor Plan,
courtesy City of Portland

Columbia Pool aerial photo:
Provides helpful context to
understand the entire facility
size and situation on the site.
Bath house (locker rooms,
offices) in the foreground
and round pool area at the
back. Pool ventilation
equipment sits outside at the
lower left. The pool and bath
house were constructed
circa 1930 as an outdoor
pool. The dome structure
covering the pool was added
in 1973.
Roof Area diagram from roof
conditions report:
Area A = Polyethylene
membrane installed 1986
covers the dome structure
over pool.
Area B = Cupola roof which
provides light into the
domed space.
Area C = Bath house roof,
gabled asphalt shingle.
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Area D – membrane flat roof
connecting between gable
bath house roof and pool
dome.
Pedestrian view of the pool
dome and bath house
structures.

Visible accumulation of
moss, leaf and tree needle
debris and wear typical of a
22-yr old roof membrane.
Roof membrane is curling at
this location. Wind driven
moisture during storm
activity.

Brick veneer exterior wall
cladding in good shape.
Storefront window and door
entry to guest viewing area
in good shape.
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Water damage at soffit
shows failure of gutters.
Exterior brick veneer
cladding of concrete wall and
column buttress structure.
Recommendation to clean
and repair mortar with
addition of sheet metal cap
at buttress top attached
behind soffit to direct water
around structural support.

Soffits of painted plywood
showing deterioration due to
water.
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The two main HVAC systems
serving the building are an
exterior grade mounted air
handling unit (AHU) serving
the natatorium space and a
roof mounted air handler
(RTU) serving the office and
lobby area.
The exterior ductwork from
the AHU is in good
condition. The supply air
distribution appears to
extend down below the pool
deck to serve a number of
well distributed supply grilles
at the perimeter of the
natatorium. The return air
occurs at the pool deck on
the north side of the
building.
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Air handler unit serving
ventilation air to pool area,
located at grade on
northeast side of building
The AHU appears to be in
fair condition. The AHU
casing shows limited to no
oxidation. There is an
audible squeal likely coming
from fan belts that may be
readily replaced. The AHU
appears to be operating at a
constant volume with no
visible variable frequency
drives controlling fan
speed. Heat recovery media
or coils, return air dampers
and condensing equipment
was not observed but may
be provided internally to the
equipment. Equipment
provides heating by natural
gas.
Equipment built like this
AHU may be maintained up
to 20/25 years depending on
the level of service and
interior construction.
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The Roof top unit (RTU)
appears to be in fair
condition. It is likely a natural
gas heat/dx cool constant
volume single zone unit. This
unit may be nearing the end
of its serviceable life.

Bath house siding in good
condition. Some cracking at
foundations evident on
North and West of bath
house, typical for a building
of this age.
Recommendation: Clean
cracks and fill with
epoxy. Install silicone-based
elastomeric paint to vertical
concrete surfaces
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Cracking at foundations
evident on North and West
of bath house. Not severe.

Front entry with ADA
accessible ramp. Concrete
flat work has exposed
aggregate and is beginning
to show signs of
deterioration.
Recommendation: Thin set
topping mortar and slip
resistant traffic coating be
applied and re-applied every
3-5 years.
General note about wall
openings: Fenestrations at
west side do not have metal
sill flashing. Continued
exposure of sill and lack of
overhang will lead to a
condition for rot and water
mitigation into the wall
cavity. Windows along north
and south have a metal
flashing at sills and heads.
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Recycling, waste containers
at south of building. Chlorine
supply stored within fence
enclosure. Doorway to
storage room and basement
boiler room.

Door to chlorine pump room.
Boiler room steam exhaust
schedule 40 PVC vents and
intake pipes are extended up
to a safe location above
grade.
Gas service meter.
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Electrical service meter.

New water main installed in
2018 along Chautauqua
Boulevard

Basement Filter Room.
The equipment room with
the SW basement of the
building has both the natural
gas and electrical utility
service entries.
A modern high efficiency
condensing boiler system has
been installed, Mod Con dual
stack. Boilers were installed
within the last 3 years with
another 15-17 years of
serviceable life.
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Pool filtration system with
combination of existing and
new plumbing connected to
a modern control system
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Interior of pool area walls,
formed concrete and supply
air diffuser pilaster.

Roof member metal
connection to concrete
perimeter beam, which lands
on concrete buttress and
wall.
Electrical conduit routing
through structural member.
Tectum acoustic panels
suspended below structure.
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The roof structure consists of
a timber diagrid dome with
steel connections and wood
decking. Skylight is Kalwal,
an insulated fiberglass
system.
Evident water staining of
beams and decking, probably
caused by condensation on
the cold structure of interior
pool air moisture or the
intrusion of rainwater
through flashing failure or
roof leaks.
Natatorium spaces typically
require a constant volume of
airflow to maintain space air
distribution for humidity
control. Some systems have
the ability to set back during
unoccupied hours. Setback
airflows are more readily
achieved with ceiling or floor
mounted mixing fans. Mixing
fans allow for a more
homogenous air
environment and avoid
pockets of high
temperature/high water
content air that may lead to
condensation.
Water staining on beams,
may be evidence of water
damage or dry rot to wood
structural members. The
worst occurrences of water
staining are at very difficult
to reach locations. Testing
should be done to vet
structural integrity.
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Water staining on structural
beams is most severe at the
skylight locations where both
condensation and potential
roof flashing failure water
intrusion is most common.

Perimeter concrete beam at
connection to bath house
building appears in good
condition.
Manual mixing fans have
been in use on the pool deck
since 2018, and indoor air
quality is a concern with lack
of humidity control.

Interior view of “roof area D”
showing substantial water
damage to roof decking.
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Indoor electrical panel
serving pool and bath house
building.
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APPENDIX
SUMMARIES OF EXISTING REPORTS
Existing Building Drawing
Floor Plan: Columbia Bath House & Pool, “BLDG_ID41_Bath_House_and_Pool”
(Single Sheet) By: Portland Parks & Recreation
• 1/8” scale plan drawing of the bath house and pool building
Condition of Columbia Pool (Memo), 2019
(3 pages) By: Portland Parks & Recreation Staff, Chris Silkie, June 12, 2019
• Commentary/recommendations validating below referenced reports and cost estimates for
proposed Columbia Pool roof replacement and related improvements.
• Specifies project line-items and costs for PPR’s proposed 2019-20 budget (not approved)
• States that “PPR should not plan on Columbia Pool being suitable for effective operation beyond
2020 without significant repair as outlined in this memo.”
Preliminary Technical Energy Audit Results Extracts for Columbia Pool, 2019
(2 pages) By: McKinstry (for Portland Parks & Recreation), May 23, 2019
• McKinstry Project Development Plan Summary with costs for specific repair project items
• Improvement unrelated to the roof replacement were added / included in the proposed project
development plan because, 1) It is more cost-effective to combine facility work to minimize
facility disruption and combine administrative costs from multiple projects, 2) Water and Energy
efficiency upgrades will reduce the operating costs of the facility thereby reducing PPR’s annual
budget needs.
• Project Plan includes Roof Replacement, HVAC Equipment, Pool Filtration Upgrade, New Pool
Pump, New Interior Lighting, Water Fixture Retrofits. Report does not differentiate between
critical, essential and non-essential replacements
Columbia Pool Building Roof Evaluation, 2019 Update
(3 pages) By: Professional Roof Consultants, Inc. (for McKinstry), May 3, 2019
• Provides updates to the 2008 Roof Evaluation, “With the exception of additional sealant
dependent repairs majority of roof level conditions observed in 2008 remain the same today,
albeit with the increased wear and deterioration having taken place over the 11-year period
since PRC’s original 2008 roof evaluation.”
• Updated budgetary roof replacement costs (under apparent anticipation of budget approval
before 2019 cuts) for roof replacement design in 2019, with actual construction commencing in
late spring or summer 2020.
Columbia Pool Building Roof Evaluation, 2008
(37 pages) By: Professional Roof Consultants, Inc. (for Portland Parks & Recreation), April 24, 2008
• Columbia Pool and Bathhouse originally constructed circa 1930 as an outdoor pool.
• Wood beam dome structure covering the pool was constructed in 1973.
• Between the two buildings (Bathhouse & Pool) there are 5 separate roof areas studied in this
report, categorized areas A, B, C, D and E.
• This report is thorough and includes on-site exploratory field inspections documented with
evaluation forms and photos, extraction of two roof core samples, identification and assessment
of existing roof systems, previous repairs, development of design criteria for repair/replacement
options, budget cost estimates and recommendations.
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•

•
•

Existing Roof Area A is the large dome structure made up of an array of 5 ¼” x 12” glulam beams
supporting 2x6 tongue and groove decking. The roof membrane, installed in 1986, is fully
adhered CSPE (chlorosulfonated polyethylene) with a fiber backing that contains asbestos,
a hazardous material that requires special protection when removed.
Photos and field notes detail roof assembly deficiencies and damage
The roof membrane was 22 years old in 2008 (now 34 years old) and was noted to be past its
useful life in 2008 with poor conditions associated with lack of flashing and/or poor detailing.
Recommendation for a full removal of roof membranes and new installation by 2009
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